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1. Introduction
Parameter values for modeling speciation and solubility of actinides in the +I11 oxidation state
(An(II1)) from the recent literature (Morss and Williams, 1994; Konnecke et al., 1997; Fanghanel and
Kim, 1998; Fanghanel et al., 1999) offer the opportunity to improve the An(II1) speciation and solubility
model implemented in the Fracture Matrix Transport (FMT) geochemical database. Newly available
parameters include hydrolysis constants, constants for An(II1) complexation with carbonate, chloride,
and sulfate, Pitzer parameters describing the interaction of inorganic An(II1) species with Na', C1-, and
ca2+,and solubility product constants (KSps)for An(OH)3(s,and AnOHC03(,,.
This memo describes the implementation of the An(II1) speciation and solubility model in the
version of the FMT database used for the Performance Assessment Verification Test (PAVT)*, and
recommends a new implementation based on the recent literature. Recommended new values for
complexation constants and Pitzer parameters were obtained from spectroscopic analysis of inorganic
Cm(II1) species in NaCl and CaC12 brines over a range of ionic strengths appropriate for determining the
Pitzer ion interaction parameters necessary to simulate An(II1) speciation in Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) brines. Recommended new values for solubility product constants were obtained or verified by
application of the recommended Pitzer models to independently collected Am solubility data.

2. An(II1) Model in the PAVT Database
The An(II1) speciation and solubility model in the PAVT version of the FMT geochemical
database is that described by Novak (1995; 1996) with some modifications. Parameters are derived from
Nd, Pu, Am, and Cm speciation and solubility data and applied to Am, the element that represents the
+I11 oxidation state in the WIPP actinide solubility model (DOE, 1996). Because these four elements
behave similarly when in the +I11 oxidation state (e.g. Rai et al., 1995; Felmy and Rai, 1999),
complexation constants, solubility product constants, and Pitzer parameters for analogous species are
assumed to be equal. The parameters used in the PAVT An(II1) model are derived as follows:

* The PAVT database is the most recent documented version of the database (Novak, 1997). It is stored in the CHEMDAT
file FMT-970407.CHEMDAT in Sandia National Laboratories' Configuration Management System on the WIPP Alpha
Cluster in the library WP$NO% i-CMSPOOT:[FMT].
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1. Am-chloride complexes are neglected. A~''-cI- Pitzer ion interaction parameters are set equal to
N~~'-cI-interaction parameters calculated from the osmotic coefficient for NdC13 (Felmy et al.,
1989; Pitzer and Mayorga, 1973).
2. First and second hydrolysis constants and related Pitzer parameters are derived from Cm
speciation as a function of NaCl concentration (0.01-6.15 mollkg) (Fanghanel et al., 1994).
Fanghanel et al. (1994) successfully simulated Am(OH)3(s)solubility in 5 molL NaCl (Runde
and Kim, 1995) using log Ksp= -28.2. In the PAVT database log Ksp= -26.2. Novak (1996)
therefore adjusted the hydrolysis constants downward two orders of magnitude before entering
them in the database.
3. Novak (1996) estimated the third hydrolysis constant from the Kspfor Am(OH)3(sland
experimentally determined Am(OH)3(s)solubility in 5 molL NaCl at high pH (>11) (Runde and
Kim, 1995). Novak (1996) assumed that the Pitzer parameters describing interaction of
Am(OH)3(,,) with Na' and C1' are zero (i.e., the activity of Am(OH)3(,,, is independent of ionic
strength).
4. Carbonate complexation constants are derived from AmOHC03(,) solubility data in dilute ( ~ 0 . 1
mol/L) Na2C03solution (Felmy et al., 1990). Related Pitzer parameters used in the database
were calculated by Rao et al. (1996), who used the Felmy et al. (1990) Am-carbonate
complexation constants to simulate NaNd(C03)2.6H20(clsolubility in concentrated (0.1-2 mol/L)
Na2C03solutions. Rao et al. (1996) verified the Pitzer parameters by successfully simulating the
Felmy et al. (1990) AmOHC03(,)solubility data.
5. Am-sulfate complexes are neglected. A~~'-so?- Pitzer ion interaction parameters were
calculated from Am solvent-extraction data in Na2S04-H2S04solutions up to 0.5 mollkg (Rai et
al., 1995). The Pitzer parameters were verified by successfully simulating two independent data
sets for Am-sulfate complexation in 1 moVkg NaC104 and the solubility of NdP04(,)in the
presence of ~ 0 4 in~ dilute
solution (Rai et al., 1995).
6. Log Kspfor Am(OH)3(,) is set equal to that for Pu(OH)~(,)as determined from supersaturation and
undersaturation experiments (-26.2, Felmy et a]., 1989*).Because these experiments were
conducted at room temperature, the resulting precipitate can be assumed to be amorphous
Pu(OH)3 (e.g., Morss and Williams, 1994).

7. Log Kspfor AmOHC03(,)(-22.5) was determined by monitoring the transformation of an
amorphous Am-carbonate phase to a crystalline phase (essentially a supersaturation experiment)
and by resuspending the crystalline phase in various solutions (undersaturation experiments)
(Felmy et a]., 1990).
The An(II1) model also includes Pitzer ion interaction parameters describing the interaction of
~ m ) 'with H2POi (Rai et al., 1995) and ~ m with
~ ClOi
'
(Felmy et al., 1990), and solubility product
constants for the solid phases NaAm(C03)2-6H20(Rao et al., 1996) and ArnP04(s)(Rai et a]., 1992). In
addition, the Pitzer parameters describing interaction of SO?- with C10i and Na' were derived from Rai
et al.'s (1995) study of Am-sulfate interaction. At this time I do not recommend any changes to these
parameters except for setting the SO-: - C1O4-- Na' Pitzer parameters to zero for consistency with the
recommended changes to the Am-sulfate model (see Section 3). Parameters describing Am interactions
-

* Novak (1996) incorrectly referen es ;'s
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with perchlorate and phosphate should possibly be re-evaluated if the FMT database is to be used to
simulate solutions in which either perchlorate or phosphate is a dominant component. Neither is a
component in WIPP geochemical models.
Tables 1-4 list the parameter values used in the PAVT An(II1) model.

3. Shortcomings of the PAVT An(II1) Model
The primary shortcomings of the PAVT An(II1) model are related to (1) the way in which the
Fanghanel et al. (1994) hydrolysis model was incorporated into the database, and (2) the limited
range of ionic strength over which certain data were collected.

3.1. Hydrolysis model
The Fanghanel et al. (1994) parameters are appropriate for use in simulating WIPP brines, but
their inclusion in the PAVT database was awkwardly implemented. Fanghanel et al. (1994) did not use
the PAVT A ~ ~ + - cPitzer
I - parameters to develop the Pitzer parameters for Am-hydroxide species. Thus
use of the Fanghanel et al. (1994) Pitzer parameters for Am-hydroxide species creates inconsistencies
among Pitzer parameters in the database.
The combination of the Fanghanel et al. (1994) first and second hydrolysis constants with the
Felmy et al. (1989) Kspfor Am(OH)3(s)and Novak's (1996) estimated third hydrolysis constant imposes
inconsistent constraints on Arn(OH)3(,) solubility. Novak (1996) adjusted the first and second hydrolysis
constants for use in the PAVT database using the constraint that

where pol, is the appropriate hydrolysis cbnstant at infinite dilution and the product f3°1"~0sp
is the
equilibrium constant at infinite dilution for the dissolution reaction

Use of the adjusted hydrolysis constants and the Felmy et al. (1989) log Kspproduces the same
amount of A ~ O H and
~ ' Am(OH)2' in equilibrium with Am(OH)3(s)as would using the complete
Fanghanel et al. (1994) model. In effect, if A ~ O H or
~ 'Am(OH)2+is the dominant Am species in
solution (as predicted for WIPP brines; Novak et al., 1997), the log Kspfor Am(OH)3(s)is -28.2. If
Am(OH),(,), ~ m ~ or
' ,other species is the dominant Am species in solution, the log Ks, for
Am(OH)3(slis -26.2.

3.2. Ionic strength
Pitzer parameters for the PAVT Am-carbonate and Am-sulfate models were derived andor
verified using data collected in solutions containing 5 4 mol/L Na' and I 1 mollkg Na', respectively.
Neither set of Pitzer parameters was tested on a solution containing C1-. The PAVT database
includes parameters describing the ternary interaction of A~(CO,);-, Cl-, and Na', but the origin of
these parameters is unknown. Models derived from data collected in solutions more similar to WIPP
brines (i.e. solutions containing more ~ a and
' C1-) would be preferable.
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4. Recommended An(II1) Model
The recommended parameter values discussed in this section are derived from some of the
same data that resulted in the PAVT version of the An(II1) model plus more recently collected
experimental data. The recommended model includes revisions to the third hydrolysis constant and
Pitzer parameters for hydrolysis species, revisions to carbonate complexation constants and
corresponding Pitzer parameters, addition of chloride and sulfate complexes, and revisions to
Am(OH)3(,)and AmOHC03(,, solubility product constants. The recommended model closely follows
that proposed by Fanghanel and Kim (1998). Specifically, parameters are derived as follows:
1. Am-chloride complexes (AmCI2+and A ~ c I ~ are
' ) included on the basis of spectroscopic
evidence for the existence of CrnC12' and cmc12+in 2-6 mollkg CaC12 (4-12 mollkg C1-) solution
(Fanghanel et al., 1995). Complexation constants for these chloride complexes, Pitzer parameters
describing interaction of ~ m ~AmCI2+,
+ ,
and ~ m ~ with
1 ~C1-+and ca2+are set equal to those
calculated by Konnecke et al. (1997) from the Cm speciation data of Fanghanel et al. (1995).
2. First and second hydrolysis constants remain equal to those calculated by Fanghanel et al. (1994)
from Cm speciation data. Related Pitzer parameters are set equal to those calculated by
Konnecke et al. (1997) from the Fanghanel et a1.'(1994) data set. The Konnecke et al. (1997)
recalculation of these Pitzer parameters accounts for the presence of Cm-chloride complexes and
includes a term describing the interaction of cm3+with ~ a (B).Konnecke
+
et al.'s (1997)
successful use of their model to simulate Cm speciation in NaCl solution validates the absence of
. Pitzer parameters describing interaction between Am-chloride complexes and ~ a ' .
3. The third hydrolysis constant is set equal to that recommended by the Nuclear Energy Agency
(Silva et al., 1995). Konnecke et al. (1997) used this value and the Kspfor Am(OH)3(s)
recommended by Morss and Williams (1994) to successfully simulate the Am(OH)3(s)solubility
data of Runde and Kim (1995). Konnecke et al.'s (1997) model included Pitzer parameters
describing the interaction of Am(OH)3(,,) with Na+ and C1-.
4. An additional Am-carbonate species (~rn(~03);-) is included on the basis of spectroscopic
evidence for the existence of cm(c03)6- (Fanghanel et al., 1999). Carbonate complexation
constants and related Pitzer parameters are derived from Cm-carbonate speciation data collected
over a range of NaCl concentrations from 0-6 mollkg (Fanghanel et al., 1999). Fanghanel et al.
(1999) neglected the formation of Am-chloride complexes in their model, a valid decision at
chloride concentrations <6 mollkg (Fanghanel et al., 1995). They verified their model by
successfully simulating the solubility of AmOHC03(,) (including the Felmy et al. (1990) data set)
and NaAm(C03)2(s).
5. Am-sulfate complexes are included on the basis of spectroscopic evidence for the existence of
CmS04+and Cm(S04); (Paviet et a]., 1996). Related Pitzer parameters are derived from Cmsulfate speciation data collected over a range of NaCl concentrations from 0-6 molfkg
(Fanghanel and &my 1998).

6. The log Kspfor Am(OH)3(,,(-27.5) is equal to that recommended by Morss and Williams (1994)
on the basis of a compilation of values from the literature. This is the value Konnecke et al.
(1997) successfully used to simulate Runde and Kim's (1995) Am(OH)3(,)solubility data.
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7. The log K,, for AmOHC03(,)(-22.7) is equal to that calculated by Fanghanel et al. (1999) on the
basis of Felmy et al.'s (1990) AmOHC03(,)solubility data.
Tables 1-4 list the recommended parameter values and compare them to the values used in
the PAVT version of the database.
5.

Benefits of the Recommended Model
The recommended model is superior to the PAVT model in that:
1. The Am-hydrolysis model is self-consistent, consistent with the Am-chloride model, and
consistent with the choice of Am(OH)3(,) Ksp.The recommended value for log Kspof Am(OH)3(s)
(-27.5) in combination with the recommended Pitzer model predicts essentially the same Am
solubility (in 5 M NaCl) predicted by the PAVT model in the pcH (-log [w])region relevant to
the WIPP (pcH = 9-10). At higher and lower pH, the recommended model provides a better fit to
the Am solubility data of Runde and Kim (1995) (Figure 1).
2. The Am-carbonate and Am-sulfate models were derived from data collected over a range of
NaCl concentration from 0-6 mollkg (Fanghanel and Kim, 1998; Fanghanel et a]., 1999).
Therefore the Pitzer ion interaction parameters associated with these models can be more
confidently applied to WIPP brines than the parameters in the PAVT model, which were derived
from data collected at Naf concentrations 54 mo1L and in the absence of chloride.

3. The inclusion of Am-chloride species extends the useful range of the An(II1) model to chloride
concentrations up to 12 mollkg (the maximum amount of C1- present in the experiments from
which the Am-chloride model is derived). Extension of the model to higher chloride
concentrations will result in a slight improvement in simulations of WIPP brines, which (as
represented in the PAVT) have chloride concentrations as high as 6.7 mollkg (Novak et al.,
1997). The inclusion of Pitzer parameters describing the interaction of Am-chloride species with
ca2+will also slightly improve simulations of WIPP brines, and will allow use of the An(II1)
model to simulate high ionic strength brines dominated by CaCI2. Application of the ca2' Pitzer
parameters to M~~~interactions with Am-chloride species may also improve the model for use in
modeling high Mg brines, including WIPP brines. Whether such application is appropriate
remains to be determined.
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Americium solubility in 5 M NaCl

Figure 1. Am(OH)3(,lsolubility in 5 mol/L NaCl. Circles are measured values (Runde and Kim, 1995).
Solid line is predicted using the recommended model. Dashed line is predicted using the PAVT model.
X and + symbols indicate points for which calculations were performed. The PAVT model predicts Am
solubility in excess of 1 mol/L at pcH = 6.6.
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Table 1. Normalized Chemical Potential (FLO/RT)

PAVT
Species

~.L'/RT

Source

Recommended
C

L

O

~

Source
~

-241.694
-472.06

Fuger and Oetting (1976)
Felmy et al. (1990)

-241.694 Fuger and Oetting (1976)
-473.29 Fanghanel et al. (1999)

-695.88

Felmy et al. (1990)

-697.52 Fanghanel et al. (1999)

-915.46

Felmy et al. (1990)

-915.53 Fanghanel et al. (1999)

not included

NA

-1 123.40 Fanghanel et al. (1999)

not included

NA

not included

NA '

-850.99 Fanghanel and Kim (1998)

Novak (1996), based on Fanghanel et al. (1994)

-3 19.96 Fanghanel et al. (1994)

Novak (1996), based on Fanghanel et al. (1994)
Novak (1996), based on Runde and Kim (1995)

-396.89 Fanghanel et al. (1994)
-469.53 Konnecke et al. (1997), from Silva et al. (1995)

NA

-295.20 Konnecke et al. (1997)
-345.90 Konnecke et al. (1997)
-570.34 Fanghanel et al. (1999), based on Felmy et al. (1990)

-3 15.352
-392.281
-471.603
not included

'

.

-492.294

NA
Felmy et al. (1990)
Novak (1996), based on Felmy et al. (1989)

-1396.468
-709.75

Rao et al. (1996)
Rai et al. (1992)

not included
-569.98

-549.56 Fanghanel and Kim (1998)

-495.32 Konnecke et al. (1997), from Morse and Williams (1994)
-1396.468 Rao et al. (1996)
-709.75 Rai et al. (1992)

Table 2. Binary Pitzer Parameters (P"),

P"),

D(~),c')
--

PAVT
Cation

Anion

~ a +

Am(C03);

8'0)

p(1)

0'2)

0

0

0
0

Recommended

~"ource
0

Rao et al. (1996)

Source

@I)

p(2)

-0.24

0.224

0

0.0284 Fanghanel et al. (1999)

0

0.0007 ,Fanghanel et al. (1999)

0

-0.305 Fanghanel et al. (1999)

0

0.0388 Fanghanel et al. (1999)

0

0.600

Fanghanel and Kim (1998)

0

0.048

Fanghanel and Kim (1998)

0.0443 Rao et a1. (1996)

0

C'

ff"

Rai et al. (1995)
-0.091

-0.39

NA

Fanghanel and Kim (1998)

Rai et al. (1995)

Rai et al. (1995)

Felmy et al. (1990)

Felmy et al. (1990)

Felmy et al. (1989)

Konnecke et al. (1997)

Fanghanel et al. (1994)
Fanghanel et al. (1994)

Konnecke et al. (1997)
Konnecke et al. (1997)

NA
NA

Konnecke et al. (1997)
Konnecke et al. (1997)

Table 3. Neutral-Ion Interaction Parameter (A)
PAVT
Ion

h

Source

Am(OH)3(,) Na'
Am(OH)3(aq)C1-

0
0

Novak (1996)
Novak (1996)

Neutral

Recommended

h
-0.2
-0.2

Source
Konnecke et al. (1997)
Konnecke et al. (1997)

Table 4. Ternary Interaction Parameters (9, y )
PAVT
ion i

ion j

ca2+
ca2+
ca2+

~ r n ~ +
C1~ m ~ 1 ~ ' C1Amc12+
C1-

~ a +

~ m ~ +
A~(co,),~-

CI-

~

0

C10; ~
~

ion k

-

C1Na+
~ a +

yiik Source

eij

0
0
0
0
0.168
0.020

0
0
0

NA
NA
NA

0
NA
0.0273 unknown
0.0014 Rai et al. (1995)

"Eliminate Rai et al. (1995) A ~ ~ + - model.
so,~-

Recommended
eij

yUk Source

0.2
-0.014
-0.196

0
0

0.1
0
0

0
0
0

0

Konnecke et al. (1997)
Konnecke et al. (1997)
Konnecke et al. (1997)
Konnecke et al. (1997)
Fanghanel et al. (1999)

*

